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Zoo manners (POEM)
Funny Bunny

Zoo manners
I.

New Words :
1. Proud
2. Noble
3. Wise
4. Penguins
5. Strutting
6. Remarks
7. Welcome
8. Hump
9. Bump
10.Always

II.

Write a rhyming word for the words given below:
1. Bump - hump
2. Crowd - cloud
3. Size
- pies

III.

Look at the pictures and fill in the blanks :

LION

DEER

OWL

JACKAL

TIGER

BEAR

CHIMPANZEE
IV.

WOLF

MONKEY

GIRAFFE

Let’s make the noises that animals make :
1. Hiss like a snake

2. Moo like a cow

3. Quack like a duck

V.

Answer the following:
Q1. What does the camel have on its back?
Ans: The camel have hump on its back.
Q2. What do you see at the zoo?
Ans: We see camel, chimpanzee, penguins at the zoo.

A visit to my village
VI.

a. Fill in the blanks with the words from the box :

(Horses, Village, Cat, Dogs, Milk, Kittens, Hay, Pond, Grandmother, Cow,
Cock, Hen)
In village we went to a village

. Where my grandmother

lives. She has a farm. On the farm there are many animals.
There are two horses
three dogs
cow
milk

, a cat

, one cock

with its kittens
as well as a hen

. Every morning she feeds her animals with hay
. They drink water from a pond

,
and a
or

on the farm.

b . Composition corner – Look at the picture and fill in the blanks :

(Lines, flowers, buzzed, buzzed, two, bee)
This is a bee. It has lines on its wings. It has two antennas. It buzzes round
the flowers. It buzzed and buzzed and come to the zoo.

FUNNY BUNNY
I.

New words :
1. Nut
2. Met
3. Said
4. King
5. Follow
6. Went
7. Way
8. Lucky
9. Penny
10.Around

II.

Write a rhyming word for the words given below :
Bun - sun
Bed - fed
Way - say
He

- be

Pay - they
III.

Write a the opposite of the following:
Fat

x thin

Start x stop
Happy x sad
Big

x small

Open x close

IV.

Rearrange these words to from sentences :
1. On / funny bunny / fell / a /nut / one /day
One day a nut fell on funny bunny.
2. Lives / here / the / king
The king lives here.
3. falling / down /the /sky / is /said / funny bunny
The sky is falling down said funny bunny.
4. Lives/here/the/king
The king lives here.

V.

VI.

Underline the odd one out :
1. Bun sun fun gun
2. Bed fed said red
3. He me be tea
4. Way say hay pay

one
led
we
they

Fill in the blanks with the correct word :

I read a funny story of a funny rabbit. One day, a nut fall (fell / fall)
on his head. He thought that the sky was (is / was) falling. So, he went (go / went)
to tell the king. On the way, he met different animals. All of them joined (join /
joined) him. At last, they met (meet / met) a clever fox. It took them to a forest
and ate (eat / ate) them all up.
VII.

Make sentence ‘this’ and ‘that’ :
1.

This is a tree

2. That is a flower

3. That is a cup

4. This is a cat

VIII. Present Tense - Past Tense
1. Go
- Went
2. Come - came
3. Is
- was
4. Are
- were
5. Walk - walked
6. Speak - spoke
7. Tell
- told
8. Dance - danced
9. Sing
- sang
10.Draw - drew

